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ABSTRACT
The Dipmeter is a borehole tool that can be used 

to estimate the strike and dip of subsurface bedding. 
Typical computer Dipmeter analysis utilizes cross
correlation techniques which can be subject to cycle 
skipping problems. A Monte Carlo technique has been 
developed as an alternative Dipmeter analysis method. The 
technique is based upon a recently publicized Monte Carlo 
technique that was successfully applied to the seismic 
residual statics problem. This statistical, iterative 
method will randomly perturb a model parameter, then check 
how well this perturbation fits the data. Random 
perturbations that improve the solution will always be 
accepted as current updates to the parameter space. 
However, random perturbations that degrade the solution 
will not necessarily be rejected. Occasionally these bad 
guesses are retained which gives this algorithm the 
ability to avoid converging in local minima where 
unsatisfactory solutions occur. Potentially, it can 
consistently find the global minimum and converge to the 
optimum solution.

The technique has been tested on a variety of 
synthetic Dipmeter data sets. These include several 
geologic models containing low dip and high dip bedding
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with various additive noise levels. Testing shows 
encouraging results with most dipping interfaces being 
resolved within a few degrees accuracy. Since a 
horizontal plane has an infinite number of strike angles 
one would expect low dip interfaces to be the hardest to 
resolve which was confirmed by synthetic data testing.

The initial ratio of the number of bad guesses 
accepted to the number of bad guesses rejected by the 
algorithm is very important to successful convergence. 
This ratio is a function of iteration number, where it 
generally begins as a large number, and after many 
iterations it is significantly reduced. If this ratio is 
initially too high, then convergence may not occur within 
a reasonable time period. If it is initially too low, 
then local instead of global optimization may result. A 
test was conducted to investigate the sensitivity of the 
algorithm to this ratio. Results showed that there is a 
narrow range of initial bad guess acceptance to rejection 
ratios that will lead to global optimization.
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1. INTRODUCTION 
What is Monte Carlo? It means randomization. Using 

random numbers to simulate a situation as one is solving a 
problem or approximating something. Monte Carlo 
techniques are potentially applicable where exhaustive 
search techniques are not practical. These would include, 
problems with many parameters which can each take on many 
possible values. Hence, there might be too many possible 
solutions to economically search through.

Rothman (1985,1986) published two GEOPHYSICS papers 
that illustrated how to apply Monte Carlo techniques to 
the seismic residual statics problem. These algorithms 
invert for accurate statics without any of the common 
cycle skipping problems that plague many commonly used 
cross-correlation techniques.

Rothman1s algorithms seem quite applicable to Dipmeter 
analysis because standard Dipmeter analysis is similar to 
standard residual statics analysis. Both methods commonly 
use cross-correlation techniques. The seismic residual 
statics problem involves many parameters which are the 
shot and receiver statics values corresponding to the 
surface shot and receiver stations. These statics can 
generally assume values from a large set of possibilities 
which would make an exhaustive search uneconomical, so a
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Monte Carlo technique seems appropriate. The Dipmeter 
analysis problem involves only four parameters which are 
the depth shifts that correspond to a depth window or 
interval of the four Dipmeter traces. Most techniques 
will only work with a small section of the data at one 
time as they attempt to find places where bedding planes 
have intersected the borehole. Each of the four 
parameters can assume values from a large set of possible 
depth shifts. However, there are not so many possible 
solutions that one must rule out the exhaustive search. 
This leads to the purpose of this work.

The objective of this work was to automate this new 
technique and rate its performance. Successfully applying 
Monte Carlo to the Dipmeter could be the first step in 
applying this type of algorithm to other borehole 
problems, such as the larger scaled hole to hole 
correlation problem. This problem is not well solved 
today.

Rothman's algorithms are rooted in probability theory 
and physical annealing. Annealing is the process of 
heating a substance and then slowly cooling it which can 
change its physical properties. A nice analogy to this is 
annealing that occurs naturally inside the Earth as old
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rock melts and then later cools and recrystallizes into 
new rock. The rate of cooling is very important as it 
determines what type of rock will result. Fast cooling 
results in poorly developed, fine grained rock, and slow 
cooling results in well developed, coarse grained rock.

These algorithms are basically iterative techniques 
that will make a random guess to a model parameter. Then, 
they use a decision process that decides whether the 
random guess will be accepted into the parameter space or 
rejected altogether. Good guesses will always be accepted 
while bad guesses may be accepted or rejected.

Simulated annealing is the means by which these 
algorithms carry out this decision process. Initially, 
the algorithm will be in a state of high acceptance to 
rejection ratios for bad guesses that are selected. This 
represents the high initial temperature of a high energy 
magma. After many iterations, the bad guess acceptance to 
rejection ratio is reduced to the point where effectively 
no bad guesses are accepted into the parameter space. 
This represents the cooling process, through time, that 
allows a magma to lose energy and crystallize into rock. 
Intuitively, the initial temperature value and the rate of 
cooling will be critical as to what type of rock will 
crystallize from the magma. A rock that crystallized in a
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state of equilibrium would be one that cooled slowly 
enough to allow the molecules time to completely order 
themselves. They would crystallize into a rock that has 
well developed, large, homogeneous crystals. These 
algorithms have parameters that govern the initial 
temperature level and the rate of cooling in regard to the 
analogy just offered. These parameters must be selected 
to allow slow reduction of the bad guess acceptance to 
rejection ratio which can result in global optimization of 
the solution. These parameters were tested and will be 
discussed in the paper.

This thesis begins with a description and study of the 
Monte Carlo techniques that were developed by Rothman. 
Section 2 first examines his earlier Two-Step algorithm, 
then it examines his succeeding One-Step algorithm. A 
synthetic seismic data example will conclude the section 
and give the reader a feeling for the power of these 
techniques. Section 3 then will discuss two Dipmeter 
applications of Rothman1s techniques. The Random Plane 
Fitting algorithm which was an intuitive approach is 
examined first. Then, the Modified Two-Step algorithm 
which proved more successful will be examined, and several 
synthetic Dipmeter data examples will be shown, which were
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used to test this algorithm. Section 3 includes a 
stability and convergence study, that was intended to give 
more insight on how varying the initial temperature 
parameter can effect the solution. The conclusion will 
then summarize the results of this study in section 4.

2. MONTE CARLO ALGORITHMS APPLIED TO SEISMIC 
RESIDUAL STATICS

Consider a technique that has been successfully 
applied to a particular problem. Applying this technique 
to a different problem involves first fully understanding 
how it works on the original problem. This section is a 
development and study of two Monte Carlo techniques that 
have successfully been applied to seismic residual 
statics. The background developed here will be needed in 
the next section, so that one can understand the similar 
Monte Carlo application to Dipmeter analysis.

Standard linear inversion techniques such as the 
Generalized Linear Inversion usually require one to have a 
good initial guess as to what the model parameters are. A 
poor initial guess can result in local optimization (poor 
results), while a good initial guess should result in 
global optimization (good results). Since good initial 
parameter guesses are often difficult to obtain, it would
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be desirable to perform nonlinear inversion without 
worrying about the initial guess.

The Monte Carlo techniques outlined here offer this 
advantage as they do not require any initial guess. The 
algorithm selects a random shot or receiver static for one 
shot or receiver location from the a priori distribution. 
This distribution is the user defined distribution of 
physically realistic static shifts. This static shift is 
then applied to the data and the stack power change (a CDP 
stack, square and sum procedure over the traces) is 
computed. Basically, if the power increases we think that 
the coherency of the data has also increased and we accept 
the random static as a current parameter. If the power 
decreases then the static is occasionally accepted based 
upon a certain probability. Hence, unlike other 
algorithms this one allows the acceptance of a bad guess 
into the parameter space. This is the key to the 
effectiveness of this technique because it allows one a 
chance to jump from the region of one local minimum to 
another. Thus, the algorithm has a good chance of 
converging in the global minimum. This technique avoids 
the initial guess problem, and it also provides a means of 
converging in the global minimum, where accurate results 
are common.
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The One and Two Step algorithms reviewed here are the 
work of Rothman (1985 ,1986 ) . He has described and shown 
results in two SEG papers. For simplicity, these 
algorithms are described here using Rothman's notation and 
much of his terminology. They were programmed and a 
synthetic data example has been included to illustrate 
their effectiveness.

2.1 ROTHMAN'S TWO-STEP ALGORITHM

The Two-Step algorithm was the earlier Monte Carlo 
technique that Rothman developed. The name reflects the 
main algorithm structure. A random guess is selected for 
one of the model parameters (shot or receiver static) as 
the first step. In the second step a condition is applied 
to decide if that random guess will be accepted into the 
parameter space or rejected. This algorithm was modified 
and applied to Dipmeter data as will be seen later in 
section 3.

The Two-Step algorithm relies upon probability theory, 
so the actual algorithm description will be preceded by a 
summary of Rothman's mathematics. Here one can gain a 
feeling for the concepts behind this algorithm.
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Mathematical Background
Most inversion schemes have a set of parameters that

one attempts to invert the actual data for. Rothman
begins along a similar path ? however, his inversion
scheme soon deviates greatly from the norm.

The model parameters are referred to as X = {x1,x2 ,
... ,xg } where x^ is a static shift for the ith trace.
The data are D = {d-̂  ,d2, ... ,cl }, and these are the
seismic traces in this problem. The function G operates
on the model parameters to give the data, D, with added
random noise, N = {n-̂ , n2 , ... , nr } ,

D = G (X ) + N (2.1)
One can invert this equation for the parameters, X, by
solving a minimization problem,

min f[ D,G(X) ] (2.2)x
One example of f would be a least squares problem where f

2= [D-G(X )] . An alternative technique would be to solve 
the minimization problem,

-1min f[ G (D;X) ] (2.3)
-1where G is the inverse of G, and it operates on D, but it 

may also be a function of X. Either minimization problem 
may be attempted to solve D = G(X) + N for X which is the 
goal. Rothman indicated that the key to solving these 
problems is utilizing prior information, such as an
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initial guess to the parameter space. However, this 
technique will avoid the initial guess problem, and use a 
different form of prior information. Our prior
information will be the probability distribution of the 
static shifts, P(X = x), which we will call the a priori 
distribution.
This a prior distribution effectively assigns weights to 
all possible x values. For instance, the a priori statics 
distribution may be one that has a mean of zero and most 
of the statics shifts lie within 40 ms. of this mean.
This distribution would be determined by the range of 
statics shifts one expects in his data set. The a 
posteriori probability distribution arises by combining 
the a priori information with the data, and the a 
posteriori is what we actually want to maximize. The a 
posteriori probability is the conditional probability,

P(X = x | D = d) =
P(D = d ! X = x) P(X = x) / P(D = d), (2.4)

which is an application of Bayes Theorem.
Our general problem is a large scale one, since it 

generally involves an entire seismic line at once. The
following Gibbs-Markov model allows us to divide the
problem into a number of smaller parts, which will make it
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more computer efficient. Gibbs refers to the Gibbs 
distribution from statistical mechanics that we utilize, 
and Markov refers to the actual probability model that we 
will use.

A Markov dependent trial is one where we say that an 
event at time t is dependent only upon the value of the 
sequence at time t-1. This is saying that the future is 
dependent only upon the present, and it is independent of 
the past.

P(Xt = Xt | Xt_1 = xt_1, , X0 = x0) =
P(xt = xt | Xt_1 = xt_1) (2.5)

Rothman generalizes this to a 2-D spatial Markov random 
field where the conditional probability of an event . = 

depends only upon a neighborhood of (i,j). A 
neighborhood consisting of only nearest neighbors would be 
A —  where ,

A±j = { (i+l,j),(i-l,j),(i,j+l),(i,j-l) } (2.6)
Rothman stated that

PfXij = xijI xkl = xkl' (k,l) ï (i,j)} =
p{Xij = x^j| Xkl = xkl, (k,l) e (2.7)

which is a Markov style property. In our statics problem 
we will apply these Markov probabilities when computing 
the stack power that is used to accept or reject a random 
set of shot and receiver statics. Instead of summing over
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all traces to obtain a power estimate we will only sum 
over certain traces that are related to the given static 
we are testing, i.e. those in the neigborhood , A^j, of 
(i,j).

Rothman stated that all Markov random fields exhibit 
a Gibbs probability distribution and visa versa. These 
distributions arise in statistical physics when one 
studies systems in thermal equilibrium.

P(X = x) = exp{ -E(x) / kB T } / Z (2.8)
The above equation is the Gibbs distribution for X. T is 
the temperature, k is the Boltzmann's constant and E(x) 
is the energy. Z is a normalization constant that allows 
P (X = x ) to be defined as a true distribution, because the 
sum of all probabilities must equal one. Rothman showed 
that the important part of the equation lies in E(x), 
where

E(x) = - Z <b (x) , (2.9)ij Aij
and cf) denotes a potential. The energy is the sum of 
local potentials that are only computed over the Markov 
neighborhoods, A^j . These potentials represent the stack 
power previously mentioned before. By defining them over
specific neighborhoods we can relate the Markov
probabilities to the Gibbs distribution, which forms our
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Markov-Gibbs model. Notice that if <p relates to stack
ijpower and we maximize stack power, this will minimize 

E (x ). This will then maximize the Gibbs probability P(X = 
x) that the random variable X assumes the specific value 
x. In English, by maximizing the stack power for a given 
static value x we will maximize the Gibbs probability that 
our parameter X actually assumes the value x. k^ can be 
absorbed into T for our formulation, so it will not appear 
below.

We actually want to maximize the a posteriori 
probability because it applies our a priori distribution 
to the data. Using

P(X = x) = exp{ -E(x ) / T } / Z and 
P(X = x ! D = d) =

P(D = d | X = x) P(X = x) / P(D = d), (2.10)
which were both discussed above Rothman showed that the a
posteriori probability also assumed the Gibbs distribution 
form as

P(X = x j D = d) = exp{ -E'(x,d) / T } / Z' (2.11)
As previously, E ' is an energy that is the sum of local
potentials computed over Markov neighborhoods, and these 
local potentials are directly related to the stack power. 
Rothman indicates that this a posteriori probability 
contains many local extrema. Conventional maximization
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techniques would run into trouble with it, but the method 
of simulated annealing can be used to globally maximize 
it. This is because of the probabilistic or controlled 
random nature of the annealing process.

Simulated Annealing Concept
Annealing is the process of heating a substance and 

then slowly cooling it to change its physical properties. 
Simulated annealing is a Monte Carlo procedure that 
simulates rock being melted and then slowly cooled deep 
inside the Earth. If cooling is slow, then the process 
assumes much order and nice, large crystals grow. One 
could relate this to global optimization of the problem 
because this is the equilibrium solution. If the melt 
cooled quickly, then there was much chaotic behavior, and 
the magma formed a glass. There was no equilibrium, as 
the minerals just froze in place. One could relate this 
to a local optimization of the problem. The true solution 
was not reached because the magma crystallized in a local 
minimum.

The Monte Carlo procedure is applied by randomly 
perturbing a given parameter, j. A change in energy is 
computed, and if the energy decreased then the 
perturbation is accepted outright, whereas, if the energy
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has increased, the perturbation will be accepted based 
upon the probability,

P(dE) = exp{ - dE / T }, (2.12)
where dE is energy change and T is temperature.

Rothman indicated that a random number would be chosen 
between 0 and 1, and if P(dE) is larger than the random 
number the perturbation would be accepted. Otherwise it 
would be rejected. This is how the algorithm could jump 
out of a local minimum and head towards the global 
minimum. Conventional inversion schemes will only change 
a parameter if it directly contributes to minimization of 
the problem. Thus, they often can get stuck in a local 
minimum, where the algorithm converges to the wrong 
answer. Initially, when the temperature is large, the 
algorithm can hop around from minimum to minimum 
because the P(dE) term is usually large. That is, bad 
guesses are often accepted. This is comparable to the way 
minerals and atoms in a hot melt bounce around very 
rapidly. As the temperature slowly drops, P(dE) 
gradually drops, and acceptance of bad guesses decreases 
also. This is analogous to cooling of a melt as it 
approaches equilibrium, where the atoms slow down as they 
order themselves before crystallization. Rothman stated 
that if the system cools sufficiently slowly, then the
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model parameters will converge to a state of minimum 
energy which implies maximum probability. His best 
results came from using a logarithmic temperature 
function such as Tk = TQ / log k, where k is the number
of iterations, and log is base 10. T0 was used as an
initial temperature. One iteration is completed after an 
attempt has been made to perturb all parameters (statics) 
once, and TQ is chosen experimentally as will be discussed 
soon. A flow diagram illustrating this simulated 
annealing procedure and how it fits into the algorithm 
structure has been included at the end of this section.

Application to Residual Statics 
The algorithm is specifically applied to residual 

statics as follows. The seismic traces, d, are sorted to 
CDP's and NMO is applied. This results in d^h(t) where y 
refers to CDP number and h refers to offset number.
Formerly, i was shot point location and j was receiver 
point location for any given trace d ^  (t). The best
estimate of shot and receiver statics will be the set that 
maximizes the total CDP stack power. Rothman defines the 
shifting operator's inverse as:

Gyh dyh(t) = dyh(t + si(y,h) + ^ ( y , ^ '  (2-13)
_ 1where G , is unrelated to the G that was defined in theYh
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Mathematical Background section. Here G~^ is like a 
delta operator that shifts the trace when convolved with 
it, and s • and r ■ are our random static guesses.

X  J

Generally, i and j are functions of y and h which will be 
discussed below. We minimize the negative of the stack 
power, E, which is

- $ l {l GŸh dyh(t) >2 (2-14>

Notice that we want to make it a large, negative number. 
We sum over CDP, a time window and offset to get this 
stack power. Thus, it is a number associated with a full 
seismic section, as we're interested in how static shifts 
effect the whole seismic result. However, we want to 
incorporate the Markov neighborhood into this relation to 
reduce the amount of work that the algorithm must do. 
This step simplifies things. We can calculate the 
contribution to stack power from shot statics and receiver 
statics separately. Rothman defines these contributions 
as potentials:

V s'r) = y j s t {lh dyh(t + sk(y,h) + rj(y,h)>>2 <2-15>i
where all rj and s^ are fixed except s^ , which is the 
random shot static perturbation for shot location i.
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2
(s,r)r .] £ r . ]

where all and rk are fixed except rj , which is the 
random receiver static perturbation for receiver location 
j. Consider the shot static potential above. To compute
<j> we sum over all CDP's that contain a trace that was

ifired from shot point, i. This is the subset y e Yg , and
i

it defines a modified Markov neighborhood. These CDP's 
will be stacked over a time window with the correct shot 
and receiver statics applied to each trace. This means 
that for each time sample we sum over all the offsets in 
the CDP with the corresponding shot and receiver statics 
applied to each trace. This sum is then squared to get a 
power. Consider off-end shooting geometry where the cable 
precedes the shot. With a CDP on and between each shot 
and receiver station we can relate CDP, y , and offset, h, 
to shot, i, and receiver, j, as follows.

Using these relations it is easy to find the correct shot

we are performing the static potential calculations. We 
will similarly compute the receiver static potentials.
With this convention we will minimize the negative of the 
stack power, E,

y = (i + j) / 2 and h = (i - j) / 2 (2.17)

and receiver statics to apply to each trace, d ^  (t), as
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min E(s,r) = - Z cf> (szr) - E cp (s,r) (2.18)s / r i Sj_ 3 r j
The first Rothman paper contained a few topics that 

were not clear. Probably the most important one was 
"when" one updates the parameter (statics) arrays. A 
static could be updated as soon as a perturbation was 
accepted, or it could be updated after each iteration 
where all accepted perturbations are saved until the 
iteration is completed, then they are applied. The former 
method was first attempted, and it soon ran into trouble 
because one must accordingly adjust various static 
potentials for each perturbation that is accepted. If 
this is done many times during an iteration, then the 
algorithm becomes very inefficient, because it is spending 
most of its time updating potentials. If all the updating 
is done after each iteration, then the algorithm simply 
needs to recompute all of the static potentials once, 
which is much more efficient. This was implemented, and 
it makes intuitive sense because in each iteration the 
algorithm trys to improve upon the total stack power of 
the last iteration. All perturbations that are accepted 
or rejected during each iteration are completely 
independent of one another.

Briefly, the initial random guess statics are
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selected, applied to the data and the initial energy,
E (s ,r) is computed. Then, one would randomly choose an
s^ or an r . , compute the potential <j> or $ , then use

si rjthis to adjust E(s,r). Next a change in energy can be 
computed, which would result from changing that static. 
A decision is made as to whether we accept or reject this 
static. After this we just loop on i and j until we have 
perturbed all statics once, which will define an 
iteration. At this time we can update the statics arrays, 
recompute all statics potentials, lower the temperature 
and repeat the process. The algorithm quits when few or no 
perturbations are accepted in ten iterations. See Figures 
1 and 2 for the flow diagram representation of this 
technique.

Results
The initial temperature is a very critical factor that 

governs the success or failure of the program. It is 
experimentally determined for each data set by making test 
runs after one has examined a few of the actual shot and 
receiver potential values. The annealing process requires 
one to evaluate exp{ - dE / T } and compare it to a random 
number between zero and one to decide if a bad guess 
should be accepted. If one can make this exponential1s
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argument about equal to unity, then the perturbation will 
be accepted with a probability of 37%. One would find the 
general range of potentials that the data offers, and 
then set the initial temperature high enough so that the 
data would be initially scrambled. However, the initial 
temperature needs to be low enough so that the temperature 
can eventually drop to the point where the exponential’s 
argument will be greater than one without an excessive 
number of iterations. This effectively lets many poor 
guesses be accepted initially, allowing movement between 
local minima, but after many iterations the decreasing 
temperature results in few to no poor guesses being 
accepted. This is where the algorithm usually converges 
in the global minimum. A further study concerning how 
initial temperature changes will effect stability and 
convergence can be found in section 3.2.

One test data set contained 10 CDP gathers that were 
6 fold. There were 6 closely spaced reflectors that 
represented horizontal bedding. This perfect (no statics 
problems) data set was input to the program. After it 
initially scrambled the data it should have converged to 
zero static shifts for all shot and receiver locations. 
This would represent the stack that had maximum power.

There are some complicating factors. A d.c. offset in
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the statics arrays represents the same power as no d.c. 
offset, so this must be accepted as a good solution also. 
There is also the possiblity that all traces in a given 
CDP gather could have the same bulk static shift, but this 
bulk shift could vary from CDP to CDP. This situation 
would also give the same stack power as the perfect stack, 
but the statics arrays would show a linear trend. Rothman 
(1986) indicated that he removed this linear trend from 
the statics arrays, and obtained much better results. 
Hence, one can fit least squares linear curves to the 
statics arrays, and then subtract these curves from the 
arrays. This will remove the linear trend and the d.c. 
offset as much as possible, and the resulting statics can 
be applied to the data. This will work best with large 
statics arrays such as 100 or more shot and receiver 
locations.

The program was run 19 times on this same data set 
without altering the initial temperature. However, 
different random number sequences were used in each run to 
test stability and convergence. One time the solution 
failed to completely converge ; however, the answers were 
almost correct. This run was discarded. The other 18 
runs converged successfully and produced a mean estimation
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of 2516 ± 176 iterations, and a standard deviation
estimation of 747 iterations (see Table 1).

RUN ITERATIONS
1 170
2 2480
3 2620
4 3050
5 2460
6 2950
7 2120
8 3030
9 2480

10 3040
11 1520
12 2530
13 2920
14 2570
15 3210
16 2630
17 3470
18 2040

Table 1
Series of test runs on the two-step algorithm holding 
the initial temperature constant for all runs.
Data set: 10 CDP gathers with 6 fold.
MEAN = 2516 ± 176 iterations, S.D. = 747 iterations.
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2.2 ROTHMAN'S ONE-STEP ALGORITHM 
The One-Step algorithm was the second Monte Carlo 

technique that Rothman developed. Again, its name 
reflects the main algorithm structure. The random 
parameter guess selection and the decision whether to 
accept or reject this guess have been combined into one 
step. This algorithm has not been directly applied to 
Dipmeter analysis, but its description here offers much 
insight on efficiency. Since Monte Carlo techniques tend 
to consume much computer time, efficiency is important.

Rothman's earlier paper (1985) that dealt with 
applying Monte Carlo Simulation to residual statics 
estimation outlined a two-step process of resolving 
statics. First, a random sample was taken from the a 
priori (statics) distribution, then the annealing concept 
was used to decide if the random perturbation would be 
kept or rejected. This generates a new static guess for 
any given shot or receiver station.

Rothman's second paper (1986) outlined a one-step 
technique to accomplish this same task. This technique is 
mathematically equivalent to the two-step method, but it 
is more time efficient, roughly cutting the CPU time in 
half. To perturb a given shot or receiver static it 
computes a stack power potential, which is a function of
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static shift. This stack power potential is converted to 
a probability distribution which defines each possible 
static shift's relative probability of acceptance. This 
probability distribution is then randomly sampled for the 
new static perturbation, which is always accepted. 
Generally, a static shift that has a large stack power 
potential will also have a large acceptance probability. 
This means that the algorithm will accept perturbations 
that increase total stack power most often. However, 
perturbations are also accepted that will decrease total 
stack power. These bad guesses are just accepted less 
often, because they have a lower acceptance probability.

The one-step method avoids the high rejection to 
acceptance ratio that characterizes the two-step method. 
It is more efficient because there are no rejected 
perturbations, since each rejected perturbation represents 
wasted computer time where the machine performed work that 
was basically discarded. When there are no rejections as 
with the two-step method, at least all work is being 
productively used. This is the conceptual difference 
between the two algorithms. They both accomplish the same 
goal, but one is more efficient.
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Algorithm Description 
This description illustrates how the algorithm would

generate a new static shift for shot location, i, as an 
example. The algorithm first computes a stack power 
potential, <J> (i,n), which is a function of static shift, 
n. This computation will be described soon. The a priori 
statics distribution is a uniform distribution that 
contains N possible shifts. Consider static shifts as 
samples where +1 would be a shift of +dt and -5 would be a 
shift of -5*dt, etc., assuming that N is odd. The statics 
distribution ranges from -(N-D/2 to 0 to +(N-l)/2. The 
stack power potential is then converted to a probability 
with the following expression,

exp {0 (i,n)/T >
Ps (i,n) = — ----- !-----------  (2.19)

2 exp {(j) (i,n)/T> n=l s
Notice that this is the Gibbs distribution of statistical 
mechanics (with k^ = 1),and is the crucial change from the 
two-step algorithm to this technique. Rothman randomly 
sampled this distribution to obtain the new static 
perturbation for shot location, i. Since this is a true 
distribution, there is a chance that any static may be 
chosen. Statics that increase stack power will be chosen 
most often, because they have the greatest probability.
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Statics that decrease stack power have a lesser 
probability of being chosen, but they are occasionally 
picked, allowing the algorithm to escape local minima as 
the two-step technique did.

Since Pg(i,n) is a discrete probability distribution, 
how does one randomly sample it? First choose a random 
number between 0 and 1. Call it "a". Then start summing 
the discrete probabilities in Pg increasing the n value 
until the sum exceeds "a". If Pg(i,1) was the 
probability that caused the sum to exceed "a" then one 
chooses the static value corresponding to n=l for shot 
point, i. Initially, when the temperature is high, 
P (i,n) will be very close to a uniform distribution, 
which means all statics are equally likely to be chosen. 
However, when convergence is close and the temperature is 
low, this distribution will be severely peaked at one or 
two static values and near zero elsewhere. Hence, these 
one or two static values are strongly weighted when the 
random sample is chosen. Eventually the algorithm will 
consistently pick the same high probability static for 
shot location i (and similarly for all other shot and 
receiver locations) with each iteration. This is 
convergence.
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Stack Power Computation 
After this general algorithm outline one only needs 

to know how the stack power potentials are computed. 
Rothman used a crosscorrelation technique that was 
described by Ronen and Claerbout (1985) to compute the 
potentials. Here is how the potential for shot location, 
i, would be calculated. Concatenate a window of each 
trace in shot gather, i, into a vector, X(T), after the 
correct receiver statics have been applied to each trace. 
The shot static for shot location, i, is not applied, 
because it will be explicitly applied by the 
crosscorrelation step. Each trace in shot gather, i, is 
also part of one CDP. Perform a partial stack of each CDP 
by stacking all traces in the CDP except the trace from 
shot gather, i. Here the correct shot AND receiver 
statics are applied and the same time window is used. 
Each partially stacked trace is concatenated to the 
vector, Y(T). Crosscorrelate X and Y for the N possible 
static shifts to obtain the stack power potential as a 
function of static shift. In equation form:

(N-D/2
cf> (i,n) I {I X (t+n) Y (t) }A 2

n=-(N-l)/2 t

A = Z (X(t)}2 Z {Y (t)}2 (2.20)t T-
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The stack power potential for a receiver location, j, 
would be computed very similarly except the receiver 
gather, j, and its corresponding CDP's would be used to 
construct X(T) and Y(T).

Some Theoretical Aspects 
Rothman showed that the one-step method is

mathematically equivalent to the two-step method. They 
both simulate the approach to thermal equilibrium in a 
magma deep inside the Earth as the magma crystallizes. He 
observed that as the two-step method is repeatedly applied 
to a static, s^ , then after many iterations its initial 
value will be forgotten, and each possible static for s^ 
will occur with a frequency proportional to the 
probability distribution, P (i,n). This illustrated
that the two algorithms were equivalent. Since we are 
randomly sampling this distribution and accepting every 
perturbation with the one-step method, we are 
accomplishing the same thing, except we avoid the wasted 
time of rejecting many guesses that don't meet the 
annealing condition of the two-step method. That is the
primary advantage of the one-step technique. It is more
efficient.

Temperature Function 
Rothman applied the one-step technique to real data
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from Wyoming that had serious statics problems. His 
results were quite impressive, and he used a different 
temperature function than the one described in his first 
paper. This time he used the following:

T (.99)k , T > T . rp — o k mi n
k T . , T < T . (2.21)m m  k m m

This function drops quickly from T^ to the value of Tmin, 
and then it remains there until convergence. Rothman 
found that the algorithm was quite sensitive to Tq and 
Tmin' which are determined by performing a few practice 
runs on the data. If Tmin is too high convergence will 
take too long, and if Tmin is too low convergence will 
probably not be global. Tq is chosen so that the input 
data will be scrambled. His reasoning was that input data 
which looks OK is close to a local minimum because it 
stacks well over various parts of the line, but it doesn't 
stack well as a unit. Hence, one wants to scramble the 
data initially to escape this local minimum.

Brief Review
For each shot or receiver location one would calculate 

a stack power potential that is a function of all possible 
static shifts. Then this potential is converted to a 
probability distribution that is also a function of all 
possible static shifts by simply normalizing this sum of
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all stack power possibilities to one. A random static is 
drawn from this distribution, and it is saved until all
shot and receiver locations have been looped through. 
This defines an iteration and the statics arrays are 
updated. If less than a few of the statics have actually 
changed in ten iterations then the algorithm has 
converged. Otherwise the process repeats until a steady 
state solution occurs.

An Interesting Note 
One major difference between the one and two-step 
techniques concerns the initial guess statics. Rothman 
generated random, initial guess statics for his two-step 
method. These statics were the algorithm's starting point 
for the first iteration. Apparently Rothman used no 
initial guess with his one-step method. He relied upon a 
high enough Tq to scramble the data, or generate a good 
set of random statics within the first several iterations. 
Initially the one-step technique was programmed using an 
initial guess, and the algorithm converged to a good 
result only 50% of the time. By removing the first guess 
and approaching it as Rothman did, the algorithm converged 
to a good result almost always. Perhaps the random initial 
guess starts the algorithm too far away from the global 
minimum to reach it consistently. Maybe it is better to
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begin a little closer to the global minimum, which is what 
should happen if one doesn't use any initial guess 
statics.

Results
The initial and minimum temperature parameters were 

very crucial, and correctly determining them was very 
important. One determines Tq in much the same way as he 
would for the two-step technique, where the initial 
temperature is selected so that it is roughly the same 
size as the actual initial potential values. This is so 
the exponential, exp{- <f>/T}, has an argument of unity 
which corresponds to exp{- <f>/T} = .37. Hence, the
starting probabilities almost define a uniform 
distribution because there is a 37% chance of accepting 
each bad guess into the parameter space. If there was 
100% chance of accepting bad guesses into the parameter 
space, then the starting probabilities would be purely 
uniform, and the starting point would probably be too far 
from the true global minimum to get to it consistently. 
This is probably why the version described above worked 
only half of the time, when it was generating random first 
guess statics. If the starting probabilities are spiky 
for a few static values and near zero elsewhere then there 
is much danger of converging to a local minimum. So a
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slightly weighted, near uniform starting probability 
distribution is a good compromise between these two 
extremes. Tm:j_n can be chosen by simply dividing Tq by a 
number like 2,3 or 4. It should be low enough so that the 
probability distribution can eventually become spiky 
around a couple static values and near zero elsewhere as 
the algorithm begins converging. Again, section 3.2 will 
discuss the initial temperature and how it relates to 
stability and convergence.

This program was run 20 times on the same test data
set that was used for the two-step method. That is, this
data set contained 10 CDP's that were 6 fold. There were
6 closely spaced reflectors, and again, the input to the
program was this perfect (no statics problems) data set.
The data became scrambled after several iterations, but
the program converged nicely to statics that gave maximum
stack power. Again, d.c. offsets and linear trends in the
statics were common and good solutions. The temperature
parameters were T =0.15 and T . = 0.05 and they wereo min ■*
held constant for all 20 runs. The initial temperature 
was probably a little high because the program failed to 
converge within the allowed number of iterations 3 times. 
The 17 good runs produced a mean estimation of 901 182
iterations and a standard deviation estimation of 751
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iterations (see Table 2). The one-step algorithm averages 
only one third of the iterations that the two-step 
algorithm averages, but both programs have similarly 
shaped distributions that govern how many iterations will 
be required for convergence in any given run.

RUN ITERATIONS
1 290
2 490
3 610
4 350
5 1400
6 320
7 90
8 780
9 440

10 2010
11 930
12 1590
13 100
14 2210
15 2290
16 180
17 1240

Table 2
Series of test runs on the one-step algorithm 
holding the initial temperature constant for all runs. 
Data set: 10 CDP's with 6 fold.
MEAN = 901 ± 182 iterations, S.D. = 751 iterations.

CPU Time Comparisons 
The one-step technique required roughly 1.7 times as
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much CPU time as the two-step technique, per iteration. 
However, the one-step technique converged in approximately 
one-third of the iterations that are required by the two- 
step technique. Hence, the one-step algorithm would 
roughly require only 60% of the CPU time of the two-step 
technique. This estimation is from these test runs that 
were performed, and at least one can say that the one-step 
technique is much quicker than the two-step method.

2.3 SYNTHETIC SEISMIC DATA EXAMPLE

This simple example illustrates the power of these 
Monte Carlo techniques. The geologic model here involved 
six closely spaced horizontal reflectors that were 
faulted. The data set contained 3 0 CDP gathers that were 
6 fold with a moderate noise level. Figure 3 shows the 
stack of this raw data set.

A near surface, low velocity zone was simulated in the 
center of this line. 28 millisecond static delays were 
assigned to all shot and receiver locations that fell over 
this low velocity zone. All other shot and receiver 
locations were assigned zero static delays. These statics 
were applied to the raw data and Figure 4 shows the 
resultant stack. Notice that the fault is gone, and the 
horizontal reflector is quite distorted. This data set
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Figure 3
Raw Stack of Synthetic Data
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Figure 4
Stack Showing hear Surface Problems
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was input to the One-Step algorithm, and after seven 
iterations Figure 5 shows what the algorithm was working 
with. This shows the effect of high initial temperature 
which allowed many bad guesses to be accepted into the 
parameter space. We started with a bad result, and now we 
are even worse ! However, the program has just scrambled 
or melted the data at high initial temperature which, is 
what it was supposed to do. The algorithm converged in 
230 iterations, and Figure 6 shows the output stack. This 
result is identical to the raw data set, hence the program 
has removed the low velocity zone effects !

Figure 7 shows a plot of stack power vs. iteration 
number for this data set in a different run. We see that 
initially, the data has been scrambled (at high 
temperature), which gives very low power. The algorithm 
then searches for the global minimum which will give very 
high power, and when it finds it, it generally happens 
very quickly.

These results are consistent with the ones that 
Rothman presented in his papers.



Figure 5
Synthetic Stack of Data After 7 Iterations
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Figure 6
Stack After Application of Output Statics
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3. MONTE CARLO ALGORITHMS APPLIED TO DIPMETER ANALYSIS

Rothman has successfully applied Monte Carlo 
techniques to the seismic residual statics problem. These 
techniques essentially fit random time shifts to the 
seismic data. Dipmeter analysis can be approached in a 
similar manner by using random depth shifts in place of 
random static shifts. The Dipmeter data would be 
segmented into a number of depth intervals. A Monte Carlo 
technique would then be applied to each interval, and it 
would search for the optimum plane that intersects that 
depth interval. By shifting the Dipmeter traces and 
stacking for maximum reinforcement, the technique could 
converge to a set of output depth shifts that would 
translate to strike and dip angles for a plane.

The Dipmeter is a tool that typically has four micro- 
resistivity measuring devices mounted symmetrically around 
its body (see Figure 8). It typically records four traces 
and several orientation and compass measurements as a 
function of depth. This information can be used to 
determine the strike and dip of bedding interfaces that 
intersect the hole. A flat interface intersecting the 
hole would be detected at the same depth on each trace, 
while a dipping interface would be detected at different
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depths on each trace (see figure 9). The analysis problem 
involves finding the best fit plane through the four 
traces and determining its orientation. This is generally 
performed for each depth or depth interval of the Dipmeter 
data.

When a problem involves too many possible solutions 
an exhaustive search may become impractical, while a 
Monte Carlo technique may seem more appropriate. This is 
why the large scale statics problem was so well suited to 
the Monte Carlo technique. The four trace Dipmeter 
problem is not so large that it rules out an exhaustive 
search procedure. However, this problem is similar to the 
statics problem, because we are essentially searching for 
the best shifts that will line up the data. The statics 
problem requires us to search for shot and receiver static 
shifts which preserve surface consistency. The Dipmeter 
problem requires us to search for depth shifts that will 
approximate planes that intersect the borehole.

This may not be the best way of analyzing Dipmeter 
data, but it would be very interesting to see how 
efficiently a Monte Carlo method can solve the Dipmeter 
problem. This is why we chose to apply Rothman1s 
algorithm to Dipmeter data. Two different Monte Carlo 
algorithms were applied to Dipmeter data. The first one



Figure 9
Dipping Interface Intersecting Borehole 
With Corresponding Dipmeter Traces
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involves fitting random planes through the data. It 
alters all four traces each time that it computes a new 
power function. The second one involves fitting random 
shifts to the data. It only alters one trace each time 
that it computes a new power function. These algorithms 
will be described, and several examples will be shown to 
help illustrate their performance. Finally, a stability 
study will be discussed that investigated how the initial 
temperature parameter selection would affect convergence.

3.1 RANDOM PLANE FITTING ALGORITHM

The Dipmeter detects bedding planes that intersect 
the borehole. An intuitive Monte Carlo application would 
be to randomly fit planes through the data. When the 
algorithm converges in some depth interval under analysis, 
it should give the optimum plane that approximates any 
bedding plane that has intersected that borehole interval.

Applying a Monte Carlo algorithm to the Dipmeter will 
be simpler than it was when applied to residual 
statics. The Dipmeter problem will not deal with such a 
complicated data set, so the indexing and computational 
problem will be reduced. Consider a depth interval of the 
Dipmeter traces. One could randomly generate a first 
guess strike and dip which define a plane that will
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intersect this borehole interval. See Appendix A for a 
description of this plane. Define a window for each 
trace that surrounds the dipping plane - trace 
intersection point. These windows are then stacked 
together, the stack is squared and then summed into a 
number called power. The first guess strike, dip and 
power are input to an iterative stage. Then, we randomly 
select a new dip value and recompute a plane using the old 
strike value and this new dip value. A new power is 
computed with this new plane, and we can see how the new 
dip value would change the energy.

dE = old power - new power (3.1)
The previously discussed annealing condition is applied to 
dE, which decides whether we will keep or reject this new 
dip value. Next we select a new strike value and compute 
a plane using it and the old dip value. Again, we 
generate a power and use the annealing condition to decide 
if we will keep or reject the new strike value. The 
strike and dip values are updated, and we check for 
convergence, where the strike and dip values have reached 
a steady state. Convergence is where the angles have not 
changed in 20 or 30 iterations. Unless we have reached 
convergence we just lower the temperature value and begin
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another iteration. Once we have reached convergence, we 
save the strike and dip values, step down to the next 
depth interval and repeat the entire process. This 
continues until we have processed all desired depth 
intervals. This will be named the Random Plane Fitting 
algorithm.

If the dip angles are restricted to the interval 
[-60° ,60°] in 3 degree steps, and the strike angles are 

restricted to the interval [0° ,180° ] in 3 degree steps, 
then this represents approximately 40 possible dip 
values and 60 possible strike values. These can be 
combined to form 2400 possible planes. This algorithm's 
power function will require a substantially smaller amount 
of computational work for each plane than Rothman's power 
function did when applied to seismic data. Hence, one is 
not too sensitive to how many iterations will be required 
to reach convergence, since each iteration will not be 
very expensive.

Application to Synthetic Data 
Initially, the Random Plane Fitting algorithm was 

tested on synthetic Dipmeter data, where one knows the 
exact answers. Figure 10 shows a simple dataset with 
three dipping interfaces, and Table 3 below describes 
them.
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Simple Synthetic Dipmeter Data Set
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depth (feet) strike dip

11
17
5

Table 3
Geologic model used in the data set of Figure 10

When using discrete data one finds that as the dip 
angles approaches zero, the ability to resolve correct

horizontal interface, which has an infinite number of 
strike angles ! Random planes will almost never intersect 
the Dipmeter traces at the location of a sample. The 
intersection points are usually between samples. This 
suggests that an accurate interpolation scheme is needed 
so that one can fit any plane to the data.

A linear interpolation scheme was initially tested, 
since it would be computationally fast. It failed because 
it did not fit the oscillatory data well enough to resolve 
better than 10 or 15 degrees in the strike angle. 
Specifically, the linear interpolation would chop the 
peaks off of the wavelet (see figure 11).

The algorithm needed a higher order interpolation. A 
cubic spline interpolation would probably work; however, a

strike angles decreases. The limiting case is a

Interpolation
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Figure 11
Linear Interpolation of Wavelet Peak

Figure 12
Hypothetical CDP Traces After NMO And Stacks
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frequency domain interpolation scheme was chosen that 
appeared quite simple. It is basically a discrete 
application of the shifting theorem,

F(k) <--> f(z)
F(k)exp{i2 tt k Az} <--> f(z+ Az) (3.2)

where one may think of a Dipmeter trace as f(z) and its 
fourier transform as F(k).

Consider Dipmeter data that is sampled at 0.1 
ft/sample. Let's say we are at a reference location of 5 
ft. in the data, which is sample number 51, if sample 
number 1 represented 0 ft. The algorithm randomly fits 
planes through the data, where each plane intersects the 
borehole center at 5 ft. depth. When the algorithm 
converges to some plane that fits the data best, we can 
reference the corresponding strike and dip angle to a zone 
surrounding the depth of 5 ft. We can then move down to 
the next reference location and repeat. Consider plane A 
which may intersect trace number one at a depth of 5.267 
ft. The intersection point falls between samples 53 and 
54. Similarly, plane A will intersect the other traces 
somewhere between actual sample locations. The power 
function will require us to shift each trace by its 
respective Az, which is the difference between the plane- 
trace intersection point and the depth reference location.
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After shifting we will then stack, square and sum a window 
of these traces into a number called power. So, how do 
we apply a shift of az = 0.267 ft. to trace one when it 
has been recorded at a sample rate of 0.1 ft./sample? 
Simply multiply the FFT of the desired trace window by 
the complex exponential, exp{i2 tt k Az}, where k is the 
wavenumber. Then, inverse FFT this product. The result 
will be the trace window shifted by Az = 0.267 ft. The 
sample that used to represent 5.0 ft. will now represent 
5.267 ft. and so on. This interpolation sounds quite 
easy; however, we must consider that we are dealing with 
discrete data, and the original shifting formula was 
defined for continuous functions. Appendix B offers a 
more detailed explanation of this interpolation.

SYNTHETIC DATA RESULTS

The algorithm was tested on the synthetic data with 
fair results. It often became trapped in a local minimum 
instead of converging in the global minimum solution for 
each interval. However, when it did avoid the local 
minima, it converged accurately to the correct answers. 
This Dipmeter algorithm had more trouble with local minima 
than the residual statics algorithm did. One can 
understand why through a brief discussion of Monte Carlo
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techniques vs. Exhaustive Search techniques.
Monte Carlo techniques are most appropriate for 

problems with a large number of parameters. Each 
parameter generally can assume values from a small set of 
possibilities. An example is seismic residual statics 
where there are many shot and receiver locations 
(parameters) for which we try to determine statics. 
However, the possible statics values generally fall within 
a small range such as 100 ms. For 4 ms. data this 
would represent about 26 possible values. Exhaustive 
search techniques are most appropriate for problems with a 
smaller number of parameters, where each parameter can 
assume values from a rather large distribution. An 
example is the Dipmeter analysis problem, where there are 
only four traces (parameters) that we try to fit planes 
through. Each plane is characterized by a strike and a 
dip angle where 180°< strike < 0° and -60° < dip < 60°.
If angles are taken in 3°intervals, then we have 61 strike 
angles and 41 dip angles which represents over 2400 
possible planes ! The Monte Carlo technique cannot 
possibly run through this many combinations in a 
reasonable amount of time. What often happens is the 
algorithm finds a plane that corresponds to a local
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minimum (wrong answer yet large power function), and it 
converges there. It simply fails to select the plane that 
represents the global minimum (correct answer and larger 
power function) before the convergence condition is met 
with the local minimum plane. One may feel that the 
temperature was lowered too quickly; however, the actual 
problem is that the algorithm has too many possible planes 
to choose from.

Consider the dataset of Figure 10 and Table 3. The
true plane at 11 feet had a strike of 110° and a dip of

o45 . The power function for this plane gave p = 1.3. A 
local minimum existed at strike of 160° and dip of 40° 
with power of p = 1.0. All other planes produced power 
functions in the range 0.4 to 0.8 or so. Obviously, when 
the temperature has dropped after many iterations, the 
algorithm will not be accepting many planes that lower the 
power value. Hence, if it jumps into the local minimum, 
the only way it will get out is to randomly select the 
global minimum plane which has a higher power. However, 
this is not very probable since the algorithm is drawing 
from such a large distribution of possible planes. What 
really is needed is to effectively reduce the size of the 
distribution that is used to randomly select planes from.

One attempt to do this involved a two pass Random
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Plane Fitting algorithm, where the first pass coarsely 
solves for strike and dip, while the second pass attempts 
to refine the first pass's solution. Pass one may search 
for strike and dip angles in ten degree increments. We 
can then define a range of angles that surrounds the 
solution of pass one. This range would then be searched 
in one or two degree increments for the accurate solution. 
This technique was tested, but the first pass was still 
vunerable to the ever present local minima. It appears 
that no matter how coarsely one searches through the 
angles, if the algorithm jumps into any minimum when the 
temperature is low, then there is high probability that it 
will converge there.

SUMMARY OF ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE

The heart of the Monte Carlo algorithms are their 
power functions. A natural power function for the CDP 
based residual statics algorithm was the stacking 
process, because, when statics problems are a minimum, the 
events line up well, and therefore, any CDP will stack 
well. Squaring and summing the stack into one number 
called power gives a relative indication of which statics 
combinations will best fit the data.
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Figure 12 visually shows why Rothman's power function 
performed so well on seismic data. Consider the upper set 
of traces as belonging to some CDP gather after NMO 
application. Statics problems cause a linear trend in 
this data that wasn't removed by the NMO process. Hence, 
the stacking process will filter out much high frequency 
signal and degrade the stack. Rothman's algorithm would 
attempt to remove the statics problems and produce the 
lower set of traces after the NMO, which will stack well. 
His algorithm attempts to perturb one static value by 
applying a new shift to only one trace in each CDP that 
would contribute to the power function. The same idea 
applies to Figure 12, where one would apply a new shift to 
only one of the traces in that CDP. If that shift 
produced a better stack, then it would always be accepted, 
while if it degraded the stack, then it may or may not be 
accepted according to the annealing concept. Since 
Rothman's algorithm shifts the data one trace at a time, 
as it perturbs each static value, the algorithm can 
smoothly converge to the correct answer, where the events 
or reflections in each CDP gather line up well after NMO 
application (see Figure 12, lower set). This is a basic 
property or concept of his algorithm.

The Random Plane Fitting algorithm described above
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also uses a seemingly natural power function. A bedding 
interface that intersects the borehole approximates a 
plane, and its response appears on the Dipmeter data as 
the tool logs past it. Figure 10 shows the synthetic 
responses of three such planes. A natural power function 
would be to fit random planes through a given depth 
interval and use the best fit plane as an approximation to 
the bedding strike and dip at that depth in the borehole. 
The Random Plane Fitting algorithm does just that. 
Although it uses the same stack, square and sum power 
method that Rothman used, it differs in one major aspect 
from Rothman's power function. Each random plane will 
specify a shift that is applied to each trace before the 
stacking process. However, each time we change this 
plane, we subsequently change the shift that will be 
applied to each trace. So, instead of just applying a new 
shift to one trace relative to the others, this algorithm 
will apply new shifts to all the traces each time it 
computes a new power. Hence, it jumps around looking for 
a place to converge. If it jumps into the wrong minimum, 
then chances are very good that it will converge there. 
Rothman's algorithm, however, slowly climbs into the 
minima with occasional jumps (annealing concept) out of
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local minima. This allows it to find the global minimum 
very effectively, i.e. it is a smoother process.

Algorithm Modification 
Instead of randomly fitting planes to some depth 

interval of the data, maybe the data should be randomly 
shifted, one trace at a time. Processing a given depth 
zone, a random shift could be initially selected for each 
trace, and an input power value could be computed. Next, 
iterate over each trace, i. Select a new shift for trace 
i and apply it to that trace. Then apply the old shifts 
to the other traces. Now stack, square and sum the 
desired trace window to give a new power. The annealing 
condition that we have discussed decides if we keep or 
reject the new shift perturbation for trace i. Eventually 
the algorithm should converge to some shift for each 
trace, then a plane could be fit through these shifts and 
its strike and dip angles would be the solution. This 
method would allow a much smoother approach to convergence 
than the Random Plane Fitting algorithm would, and it is 
more consistent with the general statics solution that 
Rothman developed.
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3.2 MODIFIED TWO-STEP ALGORITHM

The Random Plane Fitting algorithm utilizes an erratic 
approach to convergence, because it can only jump from 
minimum to minimum. This often results in local instead 
of global optimization. The algorithm must be able to 
approach convergence slowly and smoothly with occasional 
jumps out of local minima. The Random Plane Fitting 
algorithm selected four new shifts in each iteration to 
fit a new plane through the data. However, by selecting 
only one new shift and holding the other three shifts 
constant, a new plane can still be fit through the data in 
each iteration. This plane would be similar to the plane 
selected in the previous iteration, which would allow the 
solution to slowly change. It could then locate the 
global minimum more consistently.

The Modified Two-Step algorithm described here applies 
the same principles that underlie the Random Plane Fitting 
Algorithm, except it allows a smoother approach to 
convergence. This algorithm is also very similar to 
Rothman's Two-Step algorithm. A random depth shift 
perturbation is selected, and a new stack power is 
computed. Then the annealing concept, which we have 
previously described, decides whether to accept or reject
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this perturbation.
Consider a depth interval in the Dipmeter data. The

algorithm will make two passes through the data in this
interval. The first pass selects random perturbations 
from a large set of possible depth shifts. This allows 
the algorithm to obtain an approximate solution. The
second pass selects random perturbations from a smaller 
set of possible depth shifts. These second pass shifts
will be added to the output shifts from the first pass, so 
that the algorithm can refine the first pass's approximate 
solution. The actual distribution of possible depth 
shifts will contain values that are even multiples of the 
sampling rate, dz. The first pass distribution may be 
-20dz,-19dz,...,Odz,...+19dz,+20dz while the second pass 
distribution may be -3dz,-2dz,-Idz,Odz,+ldz,+2dz,+3dz. We 
can finally remove the average or d.c. from the final 
output shifts, and fit a plane through them (see Appendix 
C). This plane's strike and dip would then approximate 
the strike and dip of a bedding interface that intersected 
the borehole in this depth interval. There are certain 
geometrical factors that must be considered such as tool 
twist, hole deviations and borehole radius change ; 
however, that is a completely separate step to the actual 
Dipmeter analysis, and it is not discussed here. Let's
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consider the workings of this two pass algorithm.
We start with a given depth interval in the data. 

Trace one is always fixed with a shift of zero ; however, 
it is used in the power computation. First guess random 
depth shift perturbations are selected for traces two, 
three and four, and then the shifts are applied to the
data, and a starting stack power is computed. Power is
just a stack, square and sum procedure over a predefined 
window that is referenced to the mid-point of the current 
depth interval. The algorithm then iterates over traces 
two, three and four. A new random shift perturbation is 
selected for trace i, and it is applied to that trace 
while the old shifts are applied to the other traces. A 
new power is computed, and the annealing concept decides 
whether this new perturbation will be kept or discarded. 
One attempted perturbation on traces two, three and four 
defines an iteration. The shifts are then updated, and a 
new stack power is computed. Iterations occur until the 
shifts reach a steady state, which means they cease to
change with each new iteration. This is convergence. The
exact process will be carried out twice for each depth 
interval. The first pass uses a much larger set of 
possible shifts than the second pass. During the second
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pass the output shifts from the first pass are applied to 
the data at all times and held constant. Final output 
shifts are then the sum of the shifts from both passes. 
After removing the average and fitting a plane through 
these shifts, we can output this interval's strike and dip 
angles. Then we step down to the next depth interval of 
data and repeat the entire process. This algorithm uses 
no interpolation, which means it is many times faster than 
the Random Plane Fitting algorithm. This is significant, 
when processing large amounts of data.

The Temperature Function 
This algorithm has been tested with several different 

temperature functions. Table 4 below shows three of 
these.

TO ln(2) TO ln(10) TO (.99) , T >
i T= --------- T=

ln(i+1) ln(i+9) T0/3, T <
1 TO TO . 99T0
2 . 63T0 . 96T0 . 98T0

10 . 30T0 . 78T0 . 90T0
100 . 15T0 . 49T0 . 37T0

1000 . 10T0 . 33T0 TO/3
2000 . 09T0 . 30T0 TO/3

Table 4
Various temperature functions vs. iteration number, i, 
showing temperature values out to 2000 iterations.
TO = initial temp.
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The logarithmic functions change very slowly as the 
temperature is lowered. The exponential function, (.99)1 , 
however, lowers the temperature relatively quickly, until 
it reaches the critical temperature, TO/3, where it
remains constant. Rothman has successfully used both of 
these temperature functions in his One and Two-Step 
algorithms ; however, the Modified Two-Step algorithm 
performs best with the exponential function. It lowers 
the temperature relatively quickly to a floor where T = 
TO/3. Thereafter, temperature remains constant. It works 
well with Dipmeter data, because there are only four 
parameters and a small data set, which do not require as 
many iterations as the larger seismic data sets. Since 
convergence is generally reached quickly, about 200
iterations, one can lower the temperature relatively
quickly to speed convergence.

Noise Intervals 
Typically, there will be some depth intervals in the 

data that contain pure noise and no signal. When, using 
two foot intervals, there surely will not be a new bedding 
plane that intersects the borehole every two feet.
However, the algorithm will output a strike and dip pair 
for every depth interval. Somehow we must detect the 
noise regions and throw out their corresponding angles,
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because they are not valid. The Modified Two-Step 
algorithm incorporates a simple statistical procedure to 
do this.

Given a window of Dipmeter data we can compute two 
numbers that together can indicate the presence of signal 
or noise. One is the sum of the square of each number in 
the window. This is called the sum of the input powers. 
The other is a stack, then square and sum procedure that 
we already refer to as stack power. A depth window 
consisting entirely of pure random noise will have a stack 
power that is approximately equal to its sum of input 
powers. A window consisting of pure signal will have a 
stack power that is about four times larger than its sum 
of input powers. Signal would be the response to a 
dipping interface or bedding plane. There will never be 
intervals that contain pure signal when we work with real 
data, so we may expect our "signal" intervals to have 
stack powers that are two to three times larger than their 
sum of input powers. The algorithm will throw away all 
output angles that come from intervals that have stack 
power to sum of input powers ratios that are smaller than 
a number such as 2.5. This threshold value is data 
dependent and can be determined through testing.
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A second test that follows the ratio test simply weeds 
out the stragglers that fooled the first test. The ratio 
test is often fooled in noise intervals that surround a 
true signal interval. We may have three intervals in a 
row showing different strikes and dips while only one of 
these intervals contains true signal. This true signal 
interval will contain the highest stack power. We can use 
this fact and an angle continuity check to throw out the 
bad angles that represent noise intervals. Only those 
angles that are very similar to the pair that represents 
the true signal interval will be kept. This is a local 
test that has been tested with good results on synthetic 
data.

SYNTHETIC DATA EXAMPLES

Several synthetic data examples were generated to test 
this algorithm. One important test was a signal to noise 
ratio test. One data set was replicated several times, 
where each version had a different S/N. These data sets 
could be processed to study how well the algorithm could 
handle noisy data and what its limits might be. Another 
important test concerned how well we could resolve the 
strike angles for low dipping beds. Recall that as dip 
angle approaches zero the strike angle becomes non-unique
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for any plane. These tests used two general geologic 
models. The S/N test used a geologic model that was 
relatively slowly changing or continuous. The strike 
angle resolution test used a fast changing or 
discontinuous geologic model, which has low dipping strata 
overlying high dipping strata. A third data example was 
generated from a geological model that changed back and 
forth from high to low dip. This may not be a physically 
realistic model, but it gave the algorithm something 
different to process. Consider the signal to noise study 
first. Finally, a stability and convergence study was 
also conducted to investigate how changing the initial 
temperature will effect the solution.

Signal to Noise Study 
The signal to noise ratio here was defined as the 

ratio of the peak signal amplitude to the RMS noise level. 
So, if the peak signal amplitude was 10 and the RMS noise 
level was 2 this would imply a S/N of 5. Table 5 
describes the depth and attitude of the five interfaces 
that comprise the geologic model. Notice that the strata 
change relatively slowly over this model.
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Depth (ft.) Strike Dip
5.0
9.7

14.4 
18.9
24.5

28

2 0 °
2 2 °O .0

0

Table 5
Depth and attitude of interfaces that geologic 
model used in the S/N study.

This data set was created four times using S/N values 
of 6,5,4 and 3. See Figures 13,14,15 and 16 respectively 
for plots of these actual data sets. One can see that 
Figure 13 (S/N = 6) shows clean responses to five dipping 
interfaces while Figure 16 (S/N = 3) is very noisy. The
signal has been nearly completely obliterated by the 
noise. These data sets were processed with the 
exponential temperature function of Rothman's One-Step 
algorithm. The temperature drops quickly from its initial 
value, TO, to its minimum value, Tmin = TO/3 where it is 
thereafter held constant at T=Tmin. When the algorithm
converged, it usually took one to several hundred
iterations. It failed to converge in the intervals that 
contained only noise. The two statistical tests that were 
described earlier worked very well at detecting noise
intervals and eliminating them from further processing.
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Figure 13
S/N Test Data Set, S/N = 6
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Figure 14
S/N Test Data Set, S/N = 5
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Figure 15
S/N Test Data Set, S / N  = 4
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Figure 16
S/N Test Data Set, S/N = 3
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Table 6 shows the program output for these data sets 
using a one foot depth interval. Strike angle is listed 
first, and dip angle is listed second in each interval. 
Dashes indicate noise intervals that the algorithm 
detected and eliminated from further processing. The data 
set that had S/N = 3 is not included because it was too 
noisy, and the algorithm could not accurately solve it.
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Depth (ft.) S/N = 6
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25
26 
27

0 -7O18,7

18°,13° 
27°,14°

24°,20°

32°,26° 
32°,26°

29°,43° 
29°,43°

S/N = 5 S/N = 4

$ : ? “
14°.9°

18°,13° 
18°,13° 27°,14°

18°,20 
18°,20°

0 18°,20° 
24°,20°

29°,25° 
29°,25°

29°,25° 
29°,25°

30°,42°
0 A a O31,44

Table 6
Signal to Noise study on geologic model of Table 5.
S/N = 3 data set produced unsatisfactory results while 
higher S/N data sets produced good results.

The algorithm did indeed resolve strike angles much 
better when the dip angles were large. It used no 
interpolation scheme, and it accurately resolved most 
strike angles and all dip angles down to a S/N = 4.
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Notice that this is a significant noise level (Figure 15). 
It did not always correctly determine strike angles for 
the lower dipping interfaces. However, even down to S/N = 
4 the strike angles of low dipping interfaces were 
resolved within 5 to 10 degrees accuracy. The human eye 
has trouble accurately distinguishing between signal and 
noise at the S/N = 3 level (Figure 16), so one should not 
expect the computer program to do much better ! Another 
test was run on a different geologic model, so that we can 
better understand resolution at low dip angles.

Resolution Study 
This test utilized two geologic models that showed low 

dipping strata overlying high dipping strata. The first 
model is shown in Table 7 where the bedding changes 
sharply between 11 and 15 feet depth.

Depth (ft.) Strike Dip
5.7 80° 5°

10.6 83° 7°
14.9 10° 41°
19.8 13° 43°
24.3 12° 45°

Table 7
Depth and attitude of interfaces that make up 
the first model in the Resolution study.
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This model was used to construct the data set in Figure 17 
which has a S/N of 6.

The second model appears in Table 8, and it is 
identical to the first model except the upper two 
interfaces have dip angles that are 10 degrees higher.

Depth (ft.) Strike Dip
5.7 80° 1 5 o10.6 83° 17°

14.9 10° 41°
19.8 13° 43°
24.3 12° 45°

Table 8

Depth and attitude of interfaces that make up the 
second geologic model of the Resolution study.

The second model was used to construct the data set of 
Figure 18 which has a S/N of 5.

These data sets were processed and the results appear 
in Table 9. One may notice that even with a higher noise 
level the algorithm handled the second model more 
accurately than the first model.
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Figure 17
Resolution Test First Model Data Set
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Figure 18
Resolution Test Second Model Data Set
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Depth (ft.) First Model (S/N=6) Second Model (S/N=5)
0.5 —  —
1.5 —  ——
2.5 —  —
3.5 —  —
4.5 -- —
5.5 90°,4° 80°,13°
6.5 90°,4° 80°,13°
7.5 —  —
8.5 —  —
9 . 5 —  —

10.5 72°,7°
11.5 72°,7° 83°,17°
12.5 —  —
13.5 -- —
14.5 10°,41 10°,42
15.5 10°,41 7°,41°
16.5 —  —
17.5 —
18.5 - -

19.5 14°,43° 14°,43°
20.5 12°,43° 14°,43°
21.5 —  —
22.5 —  —
23.5 13°,45° 13°,45°
24.5 13°,45° 13°,45°
25.5 —  —
26.5 —  —
27.5 —  —

Table 9
Low dip angle Resolution study on geologic models 
shown in Tables 7 and 8.

The algorithm accurately resolved interfaces that 
dipped at 13 degrees or more. It showed a 10 degree 
strike angle error for interfaces that dipped at less than 
10 degrees. However, it correctly determined the dip
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angle in all cases. This suggests a resolution limit for 
this algorithm to be bedding that dips less than 10 to 15 
degrees. This will be the resolution limit to determining 
strike more accurately than 10 degrees. There are many
factors to consider, such as the actual S/N level and 
whether an accurate interpolation scheme would improve low 
dip results.

Synthetic Data Example Number 3_
This example involves data generated over a geologic 

model that fluctuates back and forth from high to low dip. 
The interfaces defining the geologic model appear in Table
10.

Depth (ft.) Strike Dip
6.1 130° 37°

11.7 145° 23°
16.5 60° 42°
20.9 10° 12°
26.4 110° 29°

Table 10
Depth and Attitude of Interfaces that 
make up the geologic model.

The data set was generated using a S/N = 5, and one 
can see the data set in Figure 19. The noise level is 
significant because many of the wavelets have been
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Figure 19
Third Synthetic Example Data Set
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distorted somewhat. The program output is shown in Table
11.

Depth (ft.) Program Output (S/N=5)
0.5 —
1.5
2.5
3.5
4.5 —
5.5
6.5 129°,38°
7.5
8.5 —
9.5 —

10.5
11.5 142°,23°
12.5 142°,23°
13.5
14.5
15.5
16.5 59°,41°
17.5 59°,41°
18.5
19.5
20.5 14°,9°
21.5 14°,9°
22.5
23.5
24.5
25.5
26.5 110°,29°
27.5 110°,29°
28.5
29.5

Table 11
Third synthetic data example run on
geologic model shown in Table 10.
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The algorithm inverted this data quite accurately. 
The low dip interface at 20.9 feet was resolved within 4 
degrees of the correct angles.

Figures 20 and 21 show some plots of stack power vs. 
iteration number for two different runs on synthetic 
Dipmeter data. The power starts out low and, the 
algorithm finds the global minimum very quickly. However, 
the temperature is initially high enough that the 
algorithm frequently jumps out, only to come right back 
into this minimum. These differ from the residual statics 
results (see Figure 7), because the Dipmeter algorithm 
generally finds the global minimum very quickly, whereas 
the residual statics algorithms take longer. This is 
simply because the Dipmeter problem involves a 
significantly smaller amount of data than the seismic 
problem. There are far fewer parameters to solve for 
(only shifts for four traces), so the algorithm can find 
the global minimum quicker.

Stability and Convergence as Related to 
Initial Temperature

The data set shown in Table 10 and Figure 19 was used 
to conduct a study of how changing the initial temperature 
would effect stability and convergence. The optimum 
initial temperature was first determined as the one that
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would produce the best overall results after a few test 
runs. This initial temperature was TO = 0.05. The
program was then run 13 times with fixed initial 
temperature at 0.05; however, the random number sequences 
used in each run were different. The number of iterations 
required for convergence was recorded in three depth 
intervals that all were known to be intersected by dipping 
interfaces. These were the intervals centered at 6.5',
11.5' and 20.5' .

This data is tabulated in Table 13 along with the mean 
and standard deviation for each interval. N.A. indicates 
the statistical noise interval detection test, that was 
described earlier, discarded the solution in that 
interval. This indicates convergence to a local minimum 
or failure of this statistical test. The number of 
iterations required to reach convergence in each interval 
is quite different. This number relates to the quality of 
signal and the noise level in each interval, which 
certainly can vary in the same data set.

This test was repeated once with a lower initial 
temperature, T0=0.04, and once with a higher initial 
temperature, T0=0.06. Results were tabulated in Tables 12 
and 14, respectively.
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ITERATIONS IN INTERVAL CENTERED
RUN 6.5' 11.5' 20.5
1 80 2560 160
2 80 2360 200
3 N.A. 1000 160
4 120 N.A. 200
5 80 120 160
6 80 3120 120
7 120 3200 N.A.
8 80 N.A. 160
9 120 760 80

10 80 2240 240
11 80 760 200
12 80 4000 120
13 N.A. 3840 160
2 AN = 91 ± 6 2178 + 403 163 ±
D. = 19 1336 43

Table 12
Stability and Convergence study results using T0=0
N.A. indicates data not available.
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ITERATIONS IN INTERVAL CENTERED AT
RUN 6.5' 11.5' 20.5'
1 120 4000 280
2 160 4000 200
3 160 2120 280
4 120 N. A. 200
5 120 1400 160
6 80 1960 240
7 120 4000 200
8 160 1960 240
9 120 N.A. 160

10 80 2840 160
11 160 4000 160
12 120 4000 200
13 80 3320 240

MEAN = 123 ± 8 3054 ± 310 209 ± 12
S.D. = 30 1029 44

Table 13
Stability and Convergence study results using T0=0 
N.A. means data not available.
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ITERATIONS IN INTERVAL CENTERED AT
RUN 6.5' 11.5' 20.5'
1 160 4000 360
2 160 2840 680
3 N.A. 3560 880
4 240 2240 360
5 160 2480 960
6 80 4000 440
7 N.A. 4000 360
8 200 3040 280
9 200 840 160

10 120 N.A. 480
11 120 4000 520
12 160 N.A. 200
13 120 4000 960

MEAN = 156 ± 14 3182 ± 309 511 ± 76
S.D. = 45 1024 276

Table 14
Stability and Convergence study results using T0=0.06 
N.A. means data not available.

The program consistently converged to the correct 
solutions, but the number of required iterations varied 
when initial temperature was changed. Convergence 
required more iterations when the initial temperature 
was higher. This makes sense, because temperature is 
lowered after each iteration. If the initial temperature 
is a bit higher than optimum (ie, 0.06), then extra 
iterations will be required to lower it to the level where 
convergence can occur. Similarly, if the initial 
temperature is a bit lower than optimum (ie, 0.04), then
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convergence will be reached earlier with added risk of 
converging to local minima solutions. This study revealed 
that if initial temperature was chosen much lower than 
0.04 or much higher than 0.06, then the program would not 
consistently converge to the correct solutions. There is 
a narrow range where temperature can be chosen, so that 
the program will perform well. The algorithm tends to be 
inconsistent and incorrect when initial temperature is 
selected outside of this range. Initial temperatures of 
0.03 and 0.07 fall outside of this range for this 
particular data set.

Now that we have seen some examples we can offer a few 
conclusions about the Modified Two-Step algorithm.

SUMMARY OF ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE

The Modified Two-Step algorithm does not use an 
interpolation scheme, which makes it faster. The Dipmeter 
models discussed ran on the GOULD mainframe in 
approximately 4 minutes of CPU time. This data was 
sampled at .05 feet/sample. The traces contained 600 data 
points each, and they covered about 30 feet of borehole. 
A rough conversion factor would be approximately 1 CPU 
minute per 150 depth points.
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The algorithm always approximated the dip angles 
accurately. Strike angles were accurately approximated 
for the moderate to high dipping interfaces, and they were 
approximated with up to 10 degrees error for low dipping 
interfaces. A 10 to 15 degree dip angle threshold was 
suggested as the algorithm's limit to consistently 
resolving strike angles more accurately than 10 degrees.

Initial temperature is selected using the method that 
was outlined in section 2.1, and there is a narrow range 
where one may select a good initial temperature. Values 
selected outside of this range produce poor or 
inconsistent results.

An interpolation scheme could help with the low dip 
case ; however, it would considerably increase the computer 
time. Gaining a few degrees in angle accuracy probably 
would not be worth the significant extra effort. Physics 
tells us that a horizontal interface has an infinite 
number of strike angles. This means that no algorithm 
will be super accurate at small dip angles, especially 
with noisy data.

Our ability to resolve strike angle at low dip is just 
a function of the sampling rate of the data. Intuitively, 
the smaller we make the sample interval, the better 
resolution we can expect. One could use an interpolation
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to locally resample an interval of data surrounding a low 
dip bed and reprocess the interval to gain better 
resolution. An alternative would be to resample the data 
set before any processing, based upon the known geologic 
dip ranges in the area. If bedding is moderately dipping, 
(20 degrees) then a larger sampling interval should 
suffice ; whereas, a smaller sample rate will probably be 
required when dip angles are lower. Experimentation with 
a low dip data set at various sampling rates would give a 
more quantitative answer as to how strike angle resolution 
depends upon the sample rate of the data.

Extremely high noise data such as the S/N = 3 case
described earlier may require pre-processing to enhance 
the hidden signal before one attempts to analyze it. 
Generally, this algorithm performed well on data sets 
where the signal was not buried in the noise.
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4. REAL DIPMETER DATA EXAMPLE
Synthetic data often is useful in the debugging and 

developmental stages of a computer algorithm, simply 
because with synthetic data, the answers are known. Real 
data includes many features that synthetic data often 
overlooks, such as, true random noise, coherent noise 
trains, instrument response and the effects of an 
irregular Earth. So, real data was obtained from an 
industry source to more thoroughly test this Monte Carlo 
technique on Dipmeter data.

Figure 22 shows a thirty foot section of data that was 
manually digitized and then processed by the Modified Two- 
Step algorithm using a one foot depth interval. A section 
of the data was chosen that had small changes in 
geometrical factors (drift angle, drift azimuth, borehole 
radius changes, etc.) so that these corrections to the 
data could be ignored. Thus, the interpretations from the 
Monte Carlo technique and the industry source should be 
consistent to within a constant (approximately). Figure 
22 shows the actual Dipmeter traces, and it shows the 
industry source interpretation (left) and the Monte Carlo 
technique interpretation (right). The interpretations are 
shown in standard tadpole format where the head indicates 
dip magnitude and the tail points in the dip direction
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Real Dipmeter Data And Industry Source Interpretation 

(left) and Monte Carlo Interpretation (right)
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(North-South line is vertical).
The industry source interpretation shows consistent 

dip angles of 12°-140 SW, and it shows consistent dip 
direction of approximately S50° W. The Monte Carlo 
technique gave less consistent results than the industry 
source interpretation; however, the general trend in the 
Monte Carlo technique results agreed well with the 
industry source interpretation. The wide scattering of 
obviously incorrectly determined dip vectors represents 
local minima convergence or simply, no convergence in 
those respective intervals. Figure 22 represents a first 
test on real data, and it shows that the technique has 
promise; however, it also indicates the the technique 
needs further work which will be discussed below.

The synthetic data used to inititally test the 
algorithm did not approximate real Dipmeter data very 
well. It more closely resembled seismic data. The Monte 
Carlo algorithm was developed successfully on this 
unrealistic data, but the real Dipmeter data was so 
different that the algorithm could not process it as 
successfully. Therefore, the synthetic data that is used 
to develope a computer algorithm should closely resemble 
the actual real data, which is common sense.

Two obvious possibilities exist to improve this Monte
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Carlo technique. The real data could be modified to 
resemble the synthetic data that this algorithm was 
developed with. This could be achieved by numerically 
differentiating the real Dipmeter data which would remove 
its low frequency component. The second approach would be 
to generate new synthetic data that better approximates 
real Dipmeter data. The Modified Two-Step technique could 
then be altered to process this new synthetic data more 
accurately.
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5. CONCLUSION

Rothman's success with the seismic problem can be
attributed in part to the large data set that a seismic
technique must process. Large data sets give statistical 
processes more power. The Dipmeter problem involves a 
substantially smaller data set with only four traces.
This could be processed with an exhaustive search?
however, the Monte Carlo technique performed well on the 
synthetic data examples.

Two Monte Carlo algorithms were developed to process 
Dipmeter data, the Random Plane Fitting algorithm and the 
Modified Two-Step algorithm. If one is trying to solve 
for the attitude of a plane that intersects a borehole 
interval, a logical Monte Carlo technique would be to fit 
random planes through that interval. The Random Plane 
Fitting algorithm did this, except it let the solution 
approach convergence too erratically, because each time it 
computed a new power value it would fit four new random 
depth shifts to the four Dipmeter traces. This unsmooth 
convergence let the algorithm become overly susceptible to 
local minima. The Modified Two-Step algorithm performed 
the same task as the Random Plane Fitting algorithm, 
except it allowed a smoother approach to convergence.
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Each time it computed a new power value this technique 
only applied one new random depth shift to the data. The 
other three depth shifts that were applied were those used 
in the previous iteration. This does not imply that the 
algorithm searches for curved bedding planes, however. It 
is fitting a best fit plane through the data that is 
described by the four depth shifts. This allows it to 
avoid the local minima and globally optimize the solution.

Several synthetic Dipmeter data examples were used to 
test the Modified Two-Step algorithm. A signal to noise 
study examined how well the technique could handle noisy 
data. It provided accurate results on data sets where the 
human eye could accurately distinguish between signal and 
noise. When the noise level is high enough to begin
concealing the signal, the algorithm begins to have 
significant trouble analyzing the data as one would 
expect. Synthetic data testing revealed this level to be
approximately a S/N of 3 to 4 where S/N is peak signal 
amplitude divided by RMS noise. A resolution study 
examined strike angle resolution for low dipping beds. 
The algorithm consistently resolved dip angle for high and 
low dipping beds. It showed up to a 10 degree strike 
angle error for beds dipping less than 10 degrees. Dip 
angles of 10-15 degrees approximately define the
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resolution limit for consistently determining the strike 
angle more accurately than 10 degrees. A third synthetic 
example was generated from a geologic model where bedding 
attitude changed erratically. The algorithm provided 
accurate results, even for a low dip bed.

The algorithm also was tested with a real Dipmeter 
data set that was obtained from an industry source. 
Comparisons between the Monte Carlo technique results and 
the industry source interpretation revealed that the 
technique shows promise, but it also requires some extra 
work. This would be expected with any new technique that 
is just initially being tested.

Rothman (1985) indicated that the initial temperature 
was a very critical part of the technique, and correctly 
determining it was very important. A poor initial 
temperature value will only lead to poor results. A study 
relating changes in initial temperature to algorithm 
stability and convergence revealed several interesting 
facts. There is a narrow temperature range from which a 
good initial temperature may be selected. Choosing it 
outside of this range would lead to poor results. Initial 
temperatures, 0.04, 0.05 and 0.06, fell inside the range, 
while 0.03 and 0.07 fell outside the range for the data
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set that was tested. When initial temperature is selected 
inside the range, the results are usually good. The only 
difference one can detect is that convergence is generally 
reached faster with the lower values (ie, 0.04), than with 
the higher values (ie, 0.06). This difference, however, 
is more mathematically interesting than it is significant. 
By choosing initial temperature closer to the low end of 
the range (ie, 0.04), convergence is generally reached 
quicker, but there is higher risk that the algorithm will 
converge to local minima.

Dipmeter analysis is a well solved problem today, with 
conventional techniques utilizing cross-correlation 
schemes. These techniques generally work with one depth 
interval of data at a time, and they cross-correlate pairs 
of traces. The peak cross-correlation values can be
selected to find the relative offset between any two 
traces. There are six ways to cross-correlate four 
traces. This gives six possible pieces of information that 
can be used to approximate the attitude of a plane 
intersecting a particular interval of the data. The Monte 
Carlo Dipmeter analysis technique described here always 
works with four traces at one time as it attempts to
approximate planes that intersect the data. Thus, using
four traces at once offers a significant statistical
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advantage over the two traces that standard Dipmeter 
analysis will utilize at any one time. This fact could 
make this new technique advantageous over standard 
techniques when processing noisy data. One may think in 
terms of the seismic CDP stacking process, where the 
signal can be significantly enhanced with respect to the 
noise simply by adding the traces in each CDP together. 
The more traces used in the adding process, the better the 
statistical advantage will be to enhance the signal with 
respect to the noise.

These Monte Carlo techniques are so fascinating 
because they are rooted in the physical concepts of 
annealing. The analogies that one can draw with magma 
generation and crystallization are so real that they make 
one really believe in these techniques.
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APPENDIX A: Determination of a Plane
from Strike and Dip Angles.

Two orthogonal vectors are required to specify a 
plane. One vector that lies in the plane and one vector 
that is normal to the plane. We can specify these vectors 
in geologic terminology with the strike and dip angles 
that describe a bedding plane.

Consider a dipping plane that intersects the origin in 
a cartesian coordinate system. The strike direction 
vector, s, is defined as the in-plane vector that 
parallels the x-y plane (has no z-component). The normal 
vector, d, is the gradient of this plane (see figure A1). 
Given a radius of one we can draw a circle in the x-y 
plane and solve for the unit strike direction vector, s, 
as

s = cos (j) i + sin <P j (A-l)
where is the actual strike angle. The projection of the 
normal vector, d, on the x-y plane represents the 
projection of the dip direction on the x-y plane. Call 
this vector, dp, where

dp = - sin (j> i + cos <P j ( A-2 )
(see figure A2). We need to determine the z-component of 
the gradient vector, d, which can be accomplished through
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the dip angle, 0 , as
zQ = 1 / tan e. (A-3)

Now the gradient or the normal to the plane can be written
as

d = dp + z k
o

= - sin (p i + cos <f> j + 1/tan 0 k. (A-4)
A normal vector of a plane directly gives the coefficients
of that plane. They are simply the normal vector's
components. Hence, the equation of the plane that 
intersects the origin is 
( - sin $ ) x + (cos <J> ) y + ( 1/tan 8 ) z = 0. (A-5)

A four pad dipmeter has its recording pads 90 degrees
apart and one can assume that they all lie in the x-y
plane. Referencing pad one to the x-y coordinate (R,0)
where R is the borehole radius this corresponds to
observation point angle a = 0°. We can reference all the 
pads as follows, 
pad x-y coordinate observation point angle
1 (R,0) 0°
2 (0,R ) 90°
3 (-R,0) 180°
4 (0,-R) 270

Since we know the x-y coordinates of our Dipmeter pads 
(and thus each Dipmeter trace) we can write them in terms 
of polar coordinates and insert the result into the plane
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equation,
x = R cos a 
y = R sin a

-R sin cf> cos a + R cos <p sin a + z / tan 0 = 0. (A-6)
Solving for z yields,

z = R tan6 sin( (f) - a) (A-7)
where R = Borehole radius

0 = Dip angle
(j) = Strike angle
a = Angle of some observation

point on borehole wall. 
Resistivity pads at a = 0°,
90°, 180°, 270° for traces 
1, 2, 3, 4 respectively.

Given the strike and dip of a plane and the borehole
radius we can determine the shift from some reference
point (origin) to the position where that plane intersects 
each Dipmeter trace.
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APPENDIX B: Frequency Domain Interpolation.

One may interpolate discrete data by applying the 
shifting theorem to the discrete Fourier transform. Let 
t(ndz) be a Dipmeter trace sampled at dz and T(mdk) be its 
Fourier transform sampled at dk. Then,

N
T(mdk) = I t(ndz) exp{i2 ir nm/N} (B-l)n=l

1 Nt(ndz) = — Z T(mdk) exp{i2 tt nm/N} ( B-2 )
L* m=l

The shifting function is exp{i2 it mdk A z} where A z is some 
depth shift.

Say one wants to shift or interpolate the Dipmeter 
trace a distance of Az. The procedure is simple. First
FFT the trace to get T(mdk), then multiply by the shifting 
function to get

T(mdk) exp{i2 ir mdk A z} (B-3 )
The inverse FFT will give

1 N— Z T(mdk) exp{i2 7T mdk(ndz + A z ) =N m=i
t(ndz + A z) ?? (B-4)

In the continuous case this would indeed be true, written
in integral form; however, in the discrete case it is 
only true if Az is an even multiple of dz, the depth 
sampling rate. If Az is not an even multiple of dz, then
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we have violated the sampling theory and the product
T(mdk) exp{i2 tt mdk Az} (B-5)

does not have an even real part and an odd imaginary part 
as would be expected of the fourier transform of a real 
valued depth function. We can, however, force the above 
product to have an even real part and an odd imaginary 
part by computing the product only to Nyquist wavenumber, 
mN = N/2 + 1 and then folding out to fill in the negative 
wavenumber values. 

mN
m!1 Ts(mdk) = T(mdk) exp{i2tt mdk Az} 

mN~2
£ Ts( [m +m]dk) = REAL{ Ts([m__ -m]dk) } m=l N N

- iIMAG{ Ts([mN -m]dk) } (B-6)
This has allowed us to specify the positive wavenumbers 
and force the negative wavenumbers to conform so that when 
we inverse FFT we get a real valued Dipmeter trace that 
has been interpolated by Az,

Ts(mdk) <--> t(ndz+ Az). (B-7)
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APPENDIX C: Conversion of the Final Output Depth
Shifts into a Best Fit Plane.

The Modified Two-Step algorithm processes one depth 
interval at a time. Its output for some interval are four 
depth shifts that result in a relatively large stack power 
when they are applied to the data. Of course, this is only 
true if there is signal in this depth interval. We need 
to convert the output depth shifts into the strike and dip 
angles describing the plane that they represent. One can 
simply invert the equation that describes a plane through 
its strike and dip angles and perform this task. See 
Appendix A for a derivation of this plane equation.

Consider some depth interval, and call its mid-point 
the reference depth. Appendix A showed how we could 
forward model by determining where a plane with known 
strike and dip angles would intersect the Dipmeter traces 
in this depth interval. The plane equation was solved on 
the borehole wall at four positions. These positions 
corresponded with the locations of the four Dipmeter 
resistivity pads which are 90 degrees apart. We selected 
a strike and a dip angle, plugged them into the plane 
equation and received four depth shifts. These shifts 
showed where the plane would intersect each Dipmeter trace
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with respect to the reference depth. This reference depth 
is where the actual coordinate system is centered with a 
zero shift corresponding to the reference depth itself. 
Non-zero shifts are just offsets above or below this 
reference position on a given trace. Here is the forward 
plane equation from Appendix A:

= R tan 8 sin( (j) - a )
where R = Borehole radius

6 = Dip angle
<f> = Strike angle

ai = Angle of observation point on
borehole wall. Resistivity pads
at a = 0°,90°,180°,270° for traces 
1,2,3,4 respectively.

Our inverse problem now consists of determining the 
strike and dip angles when we know the four depth shifts, 
z^ . z^ are determined by removing the average from the 
output depth shifts. The shifts will then have a zero 
mean as this equation requires. z^ = 2,2,2,2 have no 
meaning to the plane equation, but z^ = 0,0,0,0 which have 
a zero mean indicate a zero degree dipping plane. Note, 
that these two sets of output shifts could give the same 
value of power since they differ by only a d.c. shift.

One can write the plane equation twice using two
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different shifts, and z^ at azimuths a1 and a2.
Zq_ = R tan 0 sin(cj) - a^ )
Z2 = R tan 6 sin( <P - a2 ) ( C-2 )

Solving for the two unknowns and one arrives at
, z, sin a9 - z9 sin a,

<p = tan {  ----- -------------- } ( C-3 )
z^ cos a2 - z2 cos a^

-1 z / R
0 = tan {  -------- } ( C-4 )

sin( - a^ )
These equations are valid for all strike and dip angles 
except where dip is 90 degrees because the original plane 
equation was invalid there. However, 90 degree dipping
beds would not be detected with the Dipmeter tool anyway 
because they intersect the borehole along its entire 
lengthI

Briefly, one would choose two shifts, plug them into 
the inverse equations and receive a strike and dip angle. 
One could then use several combinations of the four output 
depth shifts (average removed) and generate several 
possible strike and dip angles, then average the results. 
This allows one to statistically obtain the best strike 
and dip estimate from these equations. This procedure was 
performed for each depth interval that was previously 
determined to contain signal. Noise intervals were ignored.


